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Mine is a 13-pounder from Integrated Systems
Management Inc. (ISMI).

Magazine Release Button
On Gen-1 thru 3 Glocks the magazine

release button is short and small. I replace it
with a Glock factory extended control on my
own Gen-3s. The button on Gen-4s, being 3x the
size of previous Gens, requires no replacement.
I do slightly bend the mag button spring to make
the button easier to depress.

Grip Tape
Many people find the stock Gen-1 thru 3 grips

slippery. I’m one of them. The most common solu-
tion is to apply grip tape, either skateboard tape or
ladder tape (aka 3M Tread Tape). Glock did a great
job texturing the Gen-4 grip; on Gen-4s there is
no need for tape on the handle per se; however I
do still apply one small piece of tape to the under-
side of the trigger guard since that helps keep the
gun centered in my grip under recoil.

Grip Frame Plug
Pearce Grip was a leader in offering a plastic

plug that blocks off the hollow opening in the
Glock backstrap behind the mag well, thus pre-
venting ingress of foreign matter at this point, also
acting as a very low-profile mag funnel. Pearce
has been slow out of the box offering the same
thing for Gen-4s, however Glockmeister has been
quick to fill in for them. My Gen-4 G17 has a
Glockmeister grip plug.

Summary
Given the huge number of possible modifica-

tions to Glocks, my own are pretty darn conserva-
tive. New sights. A trigger system stock but for a
factory 4.5-pound connector, a Glockmeister trig-
ger spring, and a bit of polishing. A Jager guide
rod and 13-pound ISMI recoil spring. A Glock-
meister grip plug. That’s it. On Gens 1 thru 3 I
would replace the mag button and apply grip
tape, but the Gen-4 upgrade has made that no
longer necessary. The basic Glock design is just so
good you don’t NEED to do much to have some-
thing really user friendly – and with the Gen-4
that’s even less than it used to be.

Far Left: Even on Gen-4 Glocks,
Duane still applies one small piece
of grip tape to the underside of the

trigger guard.
Left: A grip plug is an excellent 

addition to a Glock. Shown, Pearce
Grips on a Gen-3 (left), Glockmeister

on a Gen-4 (right).

On Gen-4s, the Jager guide rod system allows
replacing the stock double spring/guide rod
system with a traditional single-spring setup.

On Duane’s personal Gen-3 Glock 17 the stock 17-pound recoil
spring has been replaced by an aftermarket ISMI 13-pound spring,

run on the stock polymer guide rod.

Though there have been
numerous factory “New York

Trigger” modules over the
years, Duane has come to

prefer the stock trigger spring.

On Gens 1 thru 3, replacing the 
factory recoil spring with an after-

market spring entails breaking off the
end cap and turning the recoil spring

into an uncaptured unit.

Trigger action on Thomas’ G17 has been
conservatively slicked using the procedures

set forth in the American Gunsmithing
Institute’s “Making Glocks Rock!” DVD.
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